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about
Rin Chupeco wrote obscure manuals for
complicated computer programs, talked
people out of their money at event shows, and
did many other terrible things. They now write
about ghosts and fairy tales but is still
sometimes mistaken as a revenant. They were
born and raised in the Philippines and, or so
the legend goes, still haunts that place to this
very day. Their pronouns are they/them.

contact
agent: rebecca podos, helen rees agency
rebecca@reesagency.com
publicist: Beth Oleniczak
beth.oleniczak@sourcebooks.com

twitter: @rinchupeco
instagram: @rinchupeco
clubhouse: @rinchupeco

email: rin.chupeco@gmail.com

skype: rinchupeco
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UP NEXT
The curse of the gravemother (are
you afraid of the dark #1)
The first book in the popular Nickelodeon series
begins on May 2023 with THE CURSE OF THE
GRAVEMOTHER! A new Midnight Society cast,
and new spooky tales!

may 2023
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the sacrifice

Pristine beaches, lush greenery, and perfect weather,
the island of Kisapmata would be the vacation
destination…if not for the curse. The Philippine locals
speak of it in hushed voices and refuse to step foot
on the island. They know the lives it has claimed.
They won’t be next.
A Hollywood film crew won’t be dissuaded. Legend
claims a Dreamer god sleeps, waiting to grant
unimaginable powers in exchange for eight
sacrifices. The producers are determined to
document the evidence. And they convince Alon, a
local teen, to be their guide.
Within minutes of their arrival, a giant sinkhole
appears, revealing a giant balete tree with a
mummified corpse entwined in its gnarled branches.
And the crew start seeing strange visions. Alon
knows they are falling victim to the island’s curse. If
Alon can’t convince them to leave, there is no telling
who will survive. Or how much the Dreamer god will
destroy…

“RIN CHUPECO’S NEWEST STORY IS AS TERRIFYING AS IT IS
RIVETING, AND YOU WILL NOT PUT THE BOOK DOWN UNTIL
YOU KNOW EACH CHARACTER’S FATE.” - YSBR STARRED
REVIEW
“THIS THRILLER CAPTURES THE CREEPINESS OF CLASSIC
SLOW-BURN HORROR MOVIES…CHUPECO IS A MASTER.” –
BOOKLIST
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SILVer under nightfall
FULL OF COURT INTRIGUE, QUEER ROMANCE, AND TERRIFYING MONSTERS—
THIS GOTHIC EPIC FANTASY WILL APPEAL TO FANS OF SAMANTHA SHANNON’S
THE PRIORY OF THE ORANGE TREE AND THE ADULT
ANIMATED SERIES CASTLEVANIA.

Remy Pendergast is many things: the only son of the Duke of
Valenbonne (though his father might wish otherwise), an elite
bounty hunter of rogue vampires, and an outcast among his
fellow Reapers. His mother was the subject of gossip even
before she eloped with a vampire, giving rise to the rumors that
Remy is half-vampire himself. Though the kingdom of Aluria
barely tolerates him, Remy’s father has been shaping him into a
weapon to fight for thekingdom at any cost.
When a terrifying new breed of vampire is sighted outside of the
city, Remy prepares to investigate alone. But then he
encounters the shockingly warmhearted vampire heiress Xiadan
Song and her infuriatingly arrogant fiancé, vampire lord Zidan
Malekh, who may hold the key to defeating the creatures—
though he knows associating with them won’t do his reputation
any favors. When he’s offered a spot alongside them to find the
truth about the mutating virus Rot that’s plaguing the kingdom,
Remy faces a choice.
It’s one he’s certain he’ll regret.
But as the three face dangerous hardships during their journey,
Remy develops fond and complicated feelings for the couple.
He begins to question what he holds true about vampires, as
well as the story behind his own family legacy. As the Rot
continues to spread across the kingdom, Remy must decide
where his loyalties lie: with his father and the kingdom he’s
been trained to defend or the vampires who might just be the
death of him.

WATCH OUT FOR THE SEQUEL, COURT OF
WANDERERS, ON SEPTEMBER 2023
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a hundred names for magic series
"AN UNFORGETTABLE ALTERNATIVE HISTORY FAIRY-TALE SERIES ABOUT
FOUND FAMILY, MODERN-DAY MAGIC, AND FINDING THE PLACE YOU
BELONG."
Many years ago, the magical kingdom of
Avalon was left desolate and encased in ice
when the Snow Queen waged war against the
country. Its former citizens are now refugees in
a world mostly devoid of magic, which is why
the crown prince and his protectors are stuck....
in Arizona.
Prince Alexei, sole survivor of the Avalon royal
family, is in hiding in a town so boring that
magic doesn't even work there. Few know his
secret identity, but his friend Tala is one of
them. Tala doesn't mind - she has secrets of
her own. Namely, that she's a spellbreaker,
someone who negates magic.
Then hope for their abandoned homeland
reignites when a famous creature of legend
and Avalon's most powerful weapon - the
Firebird - appears for the first time in decades.
Alex and Tala unite with a ragtag group of new
friends to journey back to Avalon for a
showdown that will change the world as they
know it.

WATCH OUT FOR THE SEQUEL, AN
UNRELIABLE MAGIC, IN MAY 2022
"CHUPECO... HAS BROUGHT READERS A TRULY ORIGINAL
NOVEL. A DEFTLY EXECUTED MELDING OF FOLKLORE AND
REALITY GROUNDED IN CONTEMPORARY ISSUES."
- KIRKUS STARRED REVIEW
"AN ENCHANTING STORY THAT IS BOTH A FEAST FOR THE
SENSES AND A UNIQUE SPIN ON THE HERO'S JOURNEY."
- PUBLISHER'S WEEKLY STARRED REVIEW
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a hundred names for magic series
BOOK 1: WICKED AS YOU WISH
BOOK 2: AN UNRELIABLE MAGIC

WATCH OUT FOR THE FINAL BOOK, THE
WORLD'S END, IN NOVEMBER 2023
"CHUPECO... HAS BROUGHT READERS A TRULY ORIGINAL
NOVEL. A DEFTLY EXECUTED MELDING OF FOLKLORE AND
REALITY GROUNDED IN CONTEMPORARY ISSUES."
- KIRKUS STARRED REVIEW
"AN ENCHANTING STORY THAT IS BOTH A FEAST FOR THE
SENSES AND A UNIQUE SPIN ON THE HERO'S JOURNEY."
- PUBLISHER'S WEEKLY STARRED REVIEW
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the girl from the well
Okiku is a lonely soul. She has wandered the world for
centuries, freeing the spirits of the murdered dead. Once a
victim herself, she now tkes the lives of killers with the
vengeance they're due. But releasing innocent ghosts from
their ethereal tethers does not bring Okiku peace. Still she
drifts on.
Such is her existence, until she meets Tark. Evil writhes
beneath the moody teen's skin, trapped by a series of
intricate tattoos. While the neighbors fear him, Okiku know
the boy is not a monster. Tark needs to be free from the
malevolence that clings to him. There's just one problem: if
the demon dies, so does its host.

"The Suffering is a horror lover's dream: murders, possessed
dolls, and dessicated corpses. I cringed. I grimaced. You won't
soon forget this exorcist and his vengeful water ghost."
- Kendare Blake, author of Anna Dressed in Blood
"Chupeco makes a powerful debut with this unsettling
ghost story."
- Publishers' Weekly starred review
"[A] Stephen King-like horror story.... A chilling, bloody
ghost story that resonates."
- Kirkus Reviews
here's a superior creep factor that is perversive in
every lyrical word of Chupeco's debut... the story is
solidly scary and well worth the read.
- Booklist

"A gruesome page-turner. The ghost
narrator knnows that she is evil - but was
not always so. Okiku draws readers into
the narrative with the depth of her
broken soul and the majesty of her hardwon strength."
- The Boston Globe
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the bone witch series
When Tea accidentally resurrects her brother, Fox, from the dead,
she learns she is different from the other witches in her family. Her
gift for necromancy means that she's a bone witch, a title that
makes her feared and ostracized by her community. But Tea finds
solace and guidance with an older, wiser bone witch, who takes
Tea and her brother to another land for training.In her new home,
Tea puts all her energy into becoming an asha―one who can
wield elemental magic. But dark forces are approaching quickly,
and in the face of danger, Tea will have to overcome her
obstacles...and make a powerful choice.

"A fantasy lover's fantasy"
―Foreword Reviews
"Mesmerizing. Chupeco (The Suffering) does a magnificent job of
balancing an intimate narrative perspective with sweeping
worldbuilding, crafting her tale within a multicultural melting pot
of influences as she presses toward a powerful cliffhanger."
―Publishers Weekly, STARRED Review"
Chupeco delights us with a fascinating world and a rich
atmosphere for a story that is exceptionally written from
beginning to end."
―Buzzfeed
"Readers who enjoy immersing themselves in detail will revel in
Chupeco's finely wrought tale. Game of Thrones fans may see
shades of Daenerys Targaryen in Tea, as she gathers a daeva army
to unleash upon the world. Whether she is in the right remains a
question unanswered, but the ending makes it clear her story is
only beginning."
―Booklist
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the never tilting world series
Remarkable in beauty and fearsome in power, generations of
twin goddesses ruled Aeon. Until seventeen years ago, when
one sister's betrayal defied an ancient prophecy and split their
world in true. The planet ceased to spin, and three quarters of
the world perished. Now a Great Abyss divides the planet: one
side cloaked in perpetual night, the other scorched
underneath an unrelenting sun.
While one sister rules Aranth - a frozen city surrounded by a
storm-wracked sea - her twin inhabits the sand-locked Golden
City. Each goddess has raised a daughter, and each goddess
keeps her own secrets about the past.
But when spectral forces summon those daughters to the site
of the Breaking, the two young goddesses - along with a
powerful healer from Aranth and a mouthy desert scavenger set out on separate journeys across treacherous wastelands,
desperate to heal their broken world. No matter the sacrifice it
demands.

“The Never Tilting World is what happens when Garth Nix
meets Mad Max: Fury Road. It’s a dark, lovely, and even timely
look at a world that’s fallen
apart, with just the right blend of epic action and twisted
magic.”
(Tara Sim, author of Timekeeper)
“Visually vivid, magical, and exhilarating.” (Kirkus Reviews)
“Dark and richly drawn, The Never Tilting World is a lavish fantasy
about sisterhood, sacrifice, and finding strength in a treacherous
world. Chupeco’s writing is lushly descriptive, transporting me to
the brink of the abyss; while reading it, I could swear the world
stood still.” (Heidi Heilig, author of For a Muse of Fire)
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the never tilting world series

“Multiple plot twists and a breathlessly cinematic tone will
attract fantasy and romance fans alike.” (Booklist)
“Complex, brutal, romantic, and terrifying. With a
phenomenal cast of characters who stick to your bones
and vivid worldbuilding that shows up in your dreams,
this is a book that demands to be experienced.” (Dahlia
Adler, author of Under the Lights and editor of His
Hideous Heart)
“This rich fantasy spotlights power’s corruptive influence,
love’s redemptive nature, and the urgent concerns of
climate change. The tale’s scope and creativity astound.”
(Publishers Weekly)
"A vivid, exquisitely realized, and compellingly unique YA
fantasy." (Tor.com)“A great choice for fantasy shelves.”
(School Library Journal)
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the hungry hearts anthology
A stunning collection of short stories about the
intersection of family, culture, and food in the lives in
teens, from bestselling and critically acclaimed authors,
including Sandhya Menon, Anna-Marie McLemore, and
Rin Chupeco.
A shy teenager attempts to express how she really feels
through the pastries she makes at her family’s pasteleria.
A tourist from Montenegro desperately seeks a magic
soup dumpling that can cure his fear of death. An
aspiring chef realizes that butter and soul are the key
ingredients to win a cooking competition that could win
him the money to save his mother’s life.
Welcome to Hungry Hearts Row, where the answers to
most of life’s hard questions are kneaded, rolled, baked.
Where a typical greeting is, “Have you had anything to
eat?” Where magic and food and love are sometimes one
in the same.
Told in interconnected short stories, Hungry Hearts
explores the many meanings food can take on beyond
mere nourishment. It can symbolize love and despair,
family and culture, belonging and home.
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HIS HIDEOUS hearts anthology

Thirteen of YA’s most celebrated names reimagine Edgar
Allan Poe’s most surprising, unsettling, and popular tales
for a new generation.
Edgar Allan Poe may be a hundred and fifty years beyond
this world, but the themes of his beloved works have
much in common with modern young adult fiction.
Whether the stories are familiar to readers or discovered
for the first time, readers will revel in Edgar Allan Poe’s
classic tales, and how they’ve been brought to life in 13
unique and unforgettable ways.
Contributors include Kendare Blake (reimagining
“Metzengerstein”), Rin Chupeco (“The Murders in the Rue
Morge”), Lamar Giles (“The Oval Portrait”), Tessa Gratton
(“Annabel Lee”), Tiffany D. Jackson (“The Cask of
Amontillado”), Stephanie Kuehn (“The Tell-Tale Heart”),
Emily Lloyd-Jones (“The Purloined Letter”), Hillary
Monahan (“The Masque of the Red Death”), Marieke
Nijkamp (“Hop-Frog”), Caleb Roehrig (“The Pit and the
Pendulum”), and Fran Wilde (“The Fall of the House of
Usher”).
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BlACK CRANE: TALES OF UNQUIET WOMEN
anthology
Almond-eyed celestial, the filial daughter, the perfect
wife. Quiet, submissive, demure. In Black Cranes: Tales of
Unquiet Women, Southeast Asian writers of horror both
embrace and reject these traditional roles in a unique
collection of stories which dissect their experiences of
‘otherness’, be it in the colour of their skin, the angle of
their cheekbones, the things they dare to write, or the
places they have made for themselves in the world.
Black Cranes is a dark and intimate exploration of what it
is to be a perpetual outsider and a winner of the Bram
Stoker Award for Best Anthology.
Featuring 14 stories by Nadia Bulkin, Grace Chan, Rin
Chupeco, Elaine Cuyegkeng, Geneve Flynn, Gabriela Lee,
Rena Mason, Lee Murray, Angela Yuriko Smith, and
Christina Sng, and a foreword by Alma Katstu.

